GUIDELINES FOR ALL RENTAL FACILITIES FOR INDOOR GATHERINGS

(Effective April 1, 2021)

Effective April 1, 2021, The Hindu Temple and Cultural Society of USA, Inc. adapted the following guidelines for Indoor Gatherings which are consistent with the Guidelines issued by the State of New Jersey.

(i) All indoor gatherings MUST be limited to 35% of facility/room capacity, but no more than 150 individuals. Full capacity and the corresponding 35% capacity limits in each rental facility/room are posted on the wall.

(ii) If the same individual rents two different facilities, for example, North Hall and Banquet Hall, the 150 limit applies for both halls put together. In other words, both halls will be treated as one rental facility as far as the capacity limit is concerned.

(iii) If two independent individuals rent two independent halls for two independent functions, the capacity limit is 150 for each respective hall rented.

(iv) All Guests regardless of the size of the gathering, MUST wear mask and maintain social distance. Guests should avoid direct contact including handshakes, and hugs with others.

(v) The individual renting the facility should make the sanitizer available for all guests.

(vi) All guests will be subjected to Temperature screening.

(vii) Limit the number of people handling or serving food and remind them to wash their hands before serving food.

(viii) Consider keeping a list of guests who attended for potential future contact tracing.

(ix) All renters must pay, for each event, an additional charge of $150 for Security Guard for a minimum of 5 hours and $30/hour extra for each extra hour.

(x) When in doubt, please ask the security guard, the Temple manager, or Temple volunteer.
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